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Details of Visit:

Author: The Joshua Tree
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 24 Oct 2018 11:30
Duration of Visit: 45 Minutes
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

A stone's throw from West Kensington tube. Easy to find. A basement flat, just mind the steepest
stairway known to man.

The Lady:

26 year old blonde Romanian lady. Quite tall with an athletic and sexy figure. 

The Story:

In London with a free morning and looking to make the most of the opportunity. I had never met
Adrienne before and the opportunity to meet a new lady was too good to turn down. After a quick
shower and the shortest of waits Adrienne entered the room looking amazing in black skirt and red
top. Adrienne is quite tall with longish blonde hair and an athletic figure, she has the most amazing
legs and backside.
Her profile and more candid Twitter pictures show off her amazing figure but for discretion her face
is always hidden or blurred. A few pictures give more of a glimpse of her face but I wasn't quite
prepared for how beautiful she actually is. I know it's an old clichè but her photos really don't do her
justice.

An introductory chat and a kiss and before I knew it we were on the bed for 69. Wonderful OWO
and her amazing pussy and ass in my face before Adrienne laid back for some reverse oral.
Adrienne really does have a great body and it wasn't long before I was dying for things to progress.
To start off with Adrienne really made the most of that athletic figure of hers and squatted above me
for reverse cowgirl . The sight of her incredible figure going up and down on me is one that will last
in the memory for some time. We continued with other positions including missionary, normal
cowgirl and doggy before a mixture of oral and hand relief led me to finish on Adrienne's gorgeous
breasts.

A quick clean up and with a few minutes remaining we chatted about the industry and some of her
colleagues and friends that I've had the pleasure of meeting. Sadly I've yet to meet her good friend
Dollar but Adrienne explained that they do a great duo together. Certainly something to bear in mind
if the opportunity arose. A wonderful time with a beautiful, sexy, friendly and enthusiastic lady. I
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thoroughly enjoyed meeting Adrienne and I'm really pleased that I got the chance to see her. I
certainly wouldn't hesitate to see her again if the opportunity arose. Thank you for a wonderful time
Adrienne. You really are an incredibly lovely lady x.
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